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European parliament votes
in favour of copyright reform
Shutterstock/ 637827229

Changes to Article 11 relate to what critics
are calling a “link tax”. It requires online
platforms such as Google News to pay news
organisations for articles they link to.
Article 13 makes online companies
responsible for reviewing content for
copyrighted material and ensuring that rightholders are paid a fair fee.
Critics say the new law would restrict
internet freedom and normalise censorship.
In a statement, Member of the European
Parliament Axel Voss commented: ‘I am very
glad that despite the very strong lobbying
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ustralia’s media and communications
regulator has introduced reporting requirements for foreign media owners who
have shares in Australian media companies.
The new rules require foreign shareholders
to report interests of 2.5 per cent or more to
the Australian Communications and Media
Authority (ACMA).
Reporting requirements were introduced
as part of updates to the Broadcasting Services
Act 1992, after legislative amendments were
passed on 22 August to the Broadcasting
Legislation Amendment (Foreign Media
Ownership, Community Radio and Other
Measures) Act 2018.
As part of the new measures, the AMCA
will keep a Register of Foreign Owners of
Media Assets that will be publically available.
The introduction of the register is part
of broader media ownership reforms. The
register is designed to ensure that the
Australian public has information about
sources and levels of foreign ownership.
The register will include information about
foreign shareholders and their media assets
such as broadcasting licenses and companies
that publish newspapers.
The new rules are aimed at increasing
scrutiny of foreign investment in Australia
and increasing transparency.
Initial notifications of ownership must be
made before 28 February 2019.
Foreign media owners have 30 days to
report changes to shareholding status and
must provide updates on ownership at the
end of each financial year.
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The European Parliament has voted in
favour of controversial changes to copyright
rules that could force technology companies
to install filters to prevent protected content
from being uploaded.
Changes were approved by parliament
members in Strasbourg, France, on 12
September. They include amendments to
the copyright directives’ most controversial
provisions, Articles 11 and 13.
The legislative reform is aimed at ensuring
the creative industry is fairly remunerated
for works, and is the first update in 15 years.
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EU parliament members approve
changes to the Copyright Directive’s
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Global: Embracing a sales culture
By Alex Moyle

News
MEPs approve
changes to audiovisual media law

M

21st Century Fox agrees to
sell its 39 per cent share in
UK-based Sky plc to Comcast
2

1st Century Fox has agreed to sell its 39
per cent share in Sky plc to Comcast.
The deal was announced on 26 September
after Comcast made a winning bid at auction
for Sky at GBP17.28 a share - ahead of Fox’s
GBP15.67 valuation.
The takeover auction took place during
the weekend prior to the announcement. Sky
was valued at GBP29.7 billion.
In a statement, 21st Century Fox
commented: ‘In light of the premium Comcast
has agreed to pay for Sky, we and Disney have
decided to sell 21CF’s existing 39 per cent
holding in Sky to Comcast. We congratulate
Comcast on their pending acquisition.’

The company, led by executive chairman
Rupert Murdoch, commented that it is proud
of its role in building Sky.
It stated: ‘Today, Sky is Europe’s leading
entertainment company and a world-class
example of a customer-driven enterprise.’
Sky added: ‘This achievement would
not have been possible without decades
of entrepreneurial risk-taking and the
commitment of thousands of colleagues,
creators and dreamers.’
The company will receive GBP11.6 billion
for its shareholding. The conclusion of the
auction brings an end to one of the UK’s
longest-running takeover efforts.

embers of the European parliament
have voted to update legislation on audiovisual law to include a quota on European
content and stricter rules on advertisement.
The amendment was voted for on 02
October and includes enhanced protection of
children. Changes will apply to broadcasters
but also to video-on-demand and videosharing platforms.
The new rules require service providers
to ensure at least 30 per cent of output is
made up on European content and that
personal data collected about children are
not processed for commercial use.
Member States will need to transpose the
new Audiovisual Media Services Directive into
their national legislation within 21 months,
mostly likely to occur during mid 2020.
The change in law adds stricter rules
on advertising and product placement in
children’s programmes, reducing exposure to
publicity for unhealthy food and beverages.
The update limits the amount of
advertisements on platforms to 20 per cent
of daily broadcasting between 6am and 6pm.
Advertising can take up a maximum of 30 per
cent of broadcast time from 6pm to 12am.
Commenting on the change, Francis
Zammit Dimech, Nationalist MEP, said: “It’s
a known fact that some media content
is harmful for minors. It is our duty - as
policy makers - to ensure that children are
safeguarded from such content.”
The revision will apply to platforms such as
Netflix, YouTube and Facebook.

European parliament votes for copyright reform
campaign by the internet giants, there is
now a majority in the full house backing the
need to protect the principle of fair pay for
European creatives.’
He added: ‘I am convinced that once the
dust has settled, the internet will be as free
as it is today, creators and journalists will
be earning a fairer share of the revenues
generated by their works, and we will be
wondering what all the fuss was about.’
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The proposed legislation was passed with
438 votes, these include 226 against and 39
abstentions. The proposal will go to each EU
member state for final approval.
Sajjad Karim, Conservative legal affairs
spokesman, also commented positively.
He stated: ‘The legislation is now better
balanced, answering many of the concerns
of journalists, publishers and musicians
whose work was being shared freely online

continued from page 1

without stifling innovation or fundamentally
changing the nature of the internet.’
Mr Karim continued: ‘It also takes into
account the rights of users, ensuring that
materials used for teaching and research, and
by cultural and heritage organizations, are
not encumbered by unnecessary restrictions.’
EU commissioners say the reform is an
important step to achieving a common
objective of modernising copyright rules.
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Why lawyers need to embrace a
business development culture
Alex Moyle

BD expert Alex Moyle highlights the effects
of industry change on legal market sales
20 years ago, the need for law firms to
consciously think about sales or business
development was limited. Sure, partners needed
to think about where work was coming from but
relying on referrals from the old network generally
delivered the fees that were needed. However, a
number of changes are now transforming how
law firms approach business development.
As the speed of change in the media sector
has increased so has the need for firms to think
more proactively about where their future fees
are going to come from. Big players today can be
gone tomorrow, and while lawyers benefit when
companies go down, it does little to fuel longterm growth.
So, as the media sector becomes more
complicated, fragmented and global, firms need
to have the right relationships in the right place
at the right time.
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Companies increasingly need legal counsel
on a daily basis so are bringing legal counsel inhouse. HR need employee relations advice, sales
teams need support on pitches, procurement
need support on their tender processes and this
is just the tip of the iceberg. This means a less
predictable flow of fees as in-house teams only
use external legal firms for specific pieces of work .
How companies buy legal services is also
changing. The need for buyers to be seen as
impartial and achieving “value” for their company
means that in-house procurement is increasingly
about creating a preferred supplier list. This
typically means that high service-level firms need
to match the price of lower service-level firms to
win business, which impacts margins and profits.
The consequences of these changes mean
that firms need to work harder than before to find
new areas of profitable business. The goal is to

position themselves as the “front of mind” choice
for buyers in their market.
Firms face a big challenge in changing their
approach to business development. Partners
are probably already bringing in all they can.
The solution is for firms to stop making business
development the sole responsibility of the
partner but instead to spread responsibility across
the organisation.
This means
that everyone across the
organisation needs to understand the role they
have in helping the organisation identify potential
clients, nurture those relationships and win their
business for the first time. That might mean that
associates take on responsibility for tracking
new entrants into the market, or at the very least
spotting other areas of need of existing clients.
Directors could be responsible for nurturing a
list of existing customers who could use a wider
range of services. Even down to the reception
staff who are responsible for ensuring that
clients visiting the office feel valued. The key is to
connect the quality service they deliver with the
ability of the firm to win and retain business.
Talking about changing the approach to
business development is easy, realising that
change can be hard. There will always be partners
in a firm who do not want to share their contacts or
change their approach. There will be employees
who lack the confidence or capability to help with
business development activities.
The one critical ingredient for change is to
recognise that you cannot MAKE anyone change
the way they approach business development.
You must help them WANT to change.
So, if you want to future proof your firm’s
approach to business development you need to
start by building a compelling vision of what the
firm is trying to achieve and share it with your
entire staff. Remember to put your customer and
employee’s goals at the heart of the vision to stand
a chance of success. Very few of your employees
will be motivated by the idea of helping the
partners buy their holiday home in France...
Find out more: https://alexmoyle.co.uk/
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Positive Psychology for Media Industry Workers
Shutterstock/ 205818499

a global concern, it’s time for substantialframeworks to be put in place
thataddress and reduce mental illness at work.
The problem is, this is only half the story.
Drawing the line
By simplytackling the symptoms of mental illness when they start to show,
our industry is really setting its standards very low.
Ground zero should not be our aim.In fact, it’s a fatal mistake to think that
running around putting out fires as they appear is job done.
Real mental health shouldn’t bedefined by an absence of mental illnesses.
Instead of just surviving the day, we should be aiming for a situation where
people are actively mentally flourishing andthriving at work – especially in
a competitive sector that relies on talent and creativity to prosper.
Without doubt, creating a happy workforce is a tangible business
advantage.
Let’s start with productivity. Studies show that positively wired brains are
31% more productive than when they are negative, neutral or stressed.
It’s to do with our dorso-lateral prefrontal and lateral parietal cortices in the
brain, regions that are involved in working memory and attention.
However, you probably don’t need the science to intuitively know that
when you feel happier, your day goes better, you engage more fully with
the task at hand and you achieve more.
Studies also show that positively wired peopleare better problem solvers,
more energised by their work and three times more creative. Again,
logically, it makes sense.
A positive frame of mind – often sparked by positive emotions such as fun,
joy and pride – opens us up to new experiences, which is highly correlated
to increased creativity.
But true wellbeing isn’t just characterised by a fleeting feeling of pleasure.
It’s the broader notion of purpose, meaning and fulfilment, which actually
helps people cope with frustration and difficulties.
In times of adversity, this leads to increased perseverance and grit in the
face of difficult tasks, more resilience to bounceback when things are
tough and better protection against anxiety and stress.

Positive psychology coach Adele
Hawkes highlights what we need to
know about good mental health when
working within the media industry
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It’s time to change the corporate culture when it comes to workplace
wellbeing. But do we really understand the personal and business benefits
of being happy? asks positive psychology coach, Adele Hawkes.
If you work in the advertising and media sector in the UK, there’s a high
chance that you or someone you know will have been affected by at least
one of these things. While great strides have been made when it comes to
embracing diversity in terms of gender, race and sexuality, the industry has
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dropped the ball somewhat when it comes to addressing mental health.
In fact, a recent survey undertaken by the media charity NABS revealed
64% of respondents had considered leaving the industry entirely as their
wellbeing was so negatively affected by work.

An\d in an industry characterised by long hours, heavy workloads and
plenty of pressure, this gives much needed, in-built mental armour.

It’s clearly time for a step change and, in the UK, this is being spearheaded
by several high profile campaigns such as Prince William’s launch of the
‘Mental Health at Work’ website. Given that poor mental health is now

So, taking a proactive approach to mental health and emotional agility
in the workplace has to be a priority for companies that want to remain
competitive in the future. Using the science behind optimal human
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Changing the tune
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Positive Psychology for Media Industry Workers
employees’ happiness, decrease stress levels and are by far the best way to
ensure a willingness to go the extra mile when needed.
• Say thank you
A little appreciation goes a very, very long way. Firstly, recognition and
praise are often worth more to employees than financial rewards.
Secondly, employees who regularly express their gratitude have been
found to have higher job satisfaction.
Thirdly, they also predicted that they would still have higher job
satisfaction six months in the future. Imagine the implications for staff
turnover.
• Celebrate strengths
When you are trying to implement change – and even in situations when
teams haven’t performed well – start by looking at the high points.
When did people feel most energised, successful and effective? This
type of question stimulates meaningful discussions and insight, but also
positively primes people to be less defensive about what could have gone
better and why.
How to look after your own happiness at work:
• Get back to basics

Article by Adele Hawkes
Positive Psychologist,
www.adelehawkes.com
Twitter: @adele_hawkes
functioning can bring about quantifiable shifts that won’t be fully realised if
we draw the line at ‘no symptoms’.
After all, talented people can only do their best if they feel their best.
And, as awareness grows about the benefitsof real wellbeing at work,
there’s a high chance that if you aren’t feeling your best at your present
company, before long you’ll be looking for one where you do.
How companies can boost happiness at work:
• Encourage social interactions
Good relationships are one of the foundations of wellbeing, and
the importance of a strong sense of camaraderie at work cannot be
overestimated. Supportive and trusting working relationships fuel
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The first things to go when we are under pressure are the basics – eating
well, sleeping enough and exercising.
Do not underestimate the effect this can have on your emotional
wellbeing. In order to cope effectively with whatever is being thrown at
you, prioritise these above all else.
• Know your strengths
Having a strong sense of self helps enormously when the going gets
tough. Spend some time thinking about your unique character strengths.
Do you pride yourself on good judgement? Are you socially intelligent?
Can you easily see the funny side? Using your strengths on good days
builds a sense of competence, and on bad days it puts you back in the
driving seat.

ORDER NOW

• Conversation before crisis
Asking for help isn’t a weakness, it actually builds emotional resilience.
Feeling stressed releases adrenaline into the body, but it also releases
oxytocin. This is a neuro-hormone, known as the cuddle drug as it’s
released when you hug someone.
So, seeking support is actually how we are designed to respond when we
feel stressed. Remember, it is always good to talk.
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